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Lion: A Long Way Home Young Readers' Edition
"The Edelweiss Pirates were a loosely organized group of working-class
young people in the Rhine Valley of Germany. They faced off with Nazis
during the Third Reich and suffered consequences for their resistance
during and after World War II."-Seven-year-old Chellamuthu's life--and his destiny--is forever changed
when he is kidnapped from his village in Southern India and sold to the
Lincoln Home for Homeless Children. His family is desperate to find him,
and Chellamuthu anxiously tells th
Part coming of age, part call to action, this fast-paced #ownvoices novel
about a Deaf teenager is a unique and inspiring exploration of what it
means to belong. Smart, artistic, and independent, sixteen year old Piper is
tired of trying to conform. Her mom wants her to be “normal,” to pass as
hearing, to get a good job. But in a time of food scarcity, environmental
collapse, and political corruption, Piper has other things on her mind—like
survival. Piper has always been told that she needs to compensate for her
Deafness in a world made for those who can hear. But when she meets
Marley, a new world opens up—one where Deafness is something to
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celebrate, and where resilience means taking action, building a community, and believing in something better. Published to rave reviews as
Future Girl in Australia (Allen & Unwin, Sept. 2020), this empowering,
unforgettable story is told through a visual extravaganza of text, paint,
collage, and drawings. Set in an ominously prescient near future, The
Words in My Hands is very much a novel for our turbulent times.
A true story of survival and triumph against incredible odds, as seen on 60
Minutes When Saroo Brierley used Google Earth to find his long-lost home
town half a world away, he made global headlines. Saroo had become lost
on a train in India at the age of five. Not knowing the name of his family or
where he was from, he survived for weeks on the streets of Kolkata, before
being taken into an orphanage and adopted by a couple in Australia.
Despite being happy in his new family, Saroo always wondered about his
origins. He spent hours staring at the map of India on his bedroom wall.
When he was a young man the advent of Google Earth led him to pore over
satellite images of the country for landmarks he recognised. And one day,
after years of searching, he miraculously found what he was looking for.
Then he set off on a journey to find his mother. A Long Way Home is a
moving and inspirational true story that celebrates the importance of never
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letting go of what drives the human spirit – hope. 'We urge you to step
behind the headlines and have a read of this absorbing account ... With
clear recollections and good old-fashioned storytelling, Saroo ... recalls the
fear of being lost and the anguish of separation.' Weekly Review 'A
remarkable story ... [Brierley] provides an informative and fascinating
insight into how Third World families live with, and somehow survive, their
poverty.' Saturday Age '????? I literally could not put this book down ...
[Saroo's] return journey will leave you weeping with joy and the strength of
the human spirit.' Manly Daily 'A feel-good read about a remarkable
journey.' Sun-Herald 'As well as the tale of his quest, he provides an
informative and fascinating insight into how Third World families live with,
and somehow survive, their poverty.' The Age 'An incredible story of how
one boy survived and prevailed through extreme circumstances to change
his fortunes.' femail.com.au
Where the Crawdads Sing (Movie Tie-In)
A Novel in Stories
Little Lion
The extraordinary untold story of Sue Brierley, mother of Saroo, the boy
known as LION
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1888-1902
Purple Hibiscus

A New York Times Bestseller The host of The Daily Show, Trevor Noah, tells the story of
growing up half black, half white in South Africa under and after apartheid in this young
readers' adaptation of his bestselling adult memoir Born a Crime: Stories from a South African
Childhood. BORN A CRIME IS SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE STARRING
OSCAR WINNER LUPITA NYONG'O Trevor Noah, the funny guy who hosts The Daily Show
on Comedy Central, shares his remarkable story of growing up in South Africa with a black
South African mother and a white European father at a time when it was against the law for a
mixed-race child to exist. But he did exist--and from the beginning, the often-misbehaved
Trevor used his keen smarts and humor to navigate a harsh life under a racist government.
This fascinating memoir blends drama, comedy, and tragedy to depict the day-to-day trials that
turned a boy into a young man. In a country where racism barred blacks from social,
educational, and economic opportunity, Trevor surmounted staggering obstacles and created a
promising future for himself, thanks to his mom's unwavering love and indomitable will. It's
Trevor Noah: Born a Crime not only provides a fascinating and honest perspective on South
Africa's racial history, but it will also astound and inspire young readers looking to improve their
own lives. "Through the foreign, the familiar, and the funny, Born a Crime is a piercing
reminder that every mad life--even yours--could end up a masterpiece." --JASON REYNOLDS,
New York Times bestselling author "His mother raised him with an imagination and showed
that there were no barriers to whatever he wanted to be. Readers will find this journey through
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Noah's formative years humorous and exciting." --BOOKLIST "Startling in its honesty, humor,
and humility." --KIRKUS REVIEWS "For readers who will appreciate and understand how a
parent's love enabled Noah to become the successful man he is now." --SCHOOL LIBRARY
JOURNAL
Parade's "10 Books Written by Women We Can't Wait to Read in 2019" | She Reads' "Most
Anticipated Thillers of Summer 2019" | Pure Wow's "The Best Beach Reads of Summer 2019"
| CrimeReads' "The Most Anticipated Crime Books of Summer" From bestselling author
Michele Campbell comes A Stranger on the Beach, an edge-of-your seat story of passion and
intrigue that will keep you guessing until the very end. Caroline Stark’s beach house was
supposed to be her crowning achievement: a lavish, expensive space to showcase what she
thought was her perfect family. But after a very public fight with her husband, she realizes
things may not be as perfect as they seem: her husband is lying to her, the money is
disappearing, and there’s a stranger on the beach outside her house. As Caroline’s marriage
and her carefully constructed lifestyle begin to collapse around her, she turns to Aidan, the
stranger, for comfort...and revenge. After a brief and desperate fling that means nothing to
Caroline and everything to him, Aidan’s infatuation with Caroline, her family, and her house
becomes more and more destructive. But who is manipulating whom in this deadly game of
obsession and control? Who will take the blame when someone ends up dead...and what is
Caroline hiding?
In a heart-wrenching, candid autobiography, a human rights activist offers a firsthand account
of war from the perspective of a former child soldier, detailing the violent civil war that wracked
his native Sierra Leone and the government forces that transformed a gentle young boy into a
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killer as a member of the army. 75,000 first printing.
NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE The #1 New York Times bestselling worldwide sensation
with more than 12 million copies sold, “a painfully beautiful first novel that is at once a murder
mystery, a coming-of-age narrative and a celebration of nature” (The New York Times Book
Review). For years, rumors of the “Marsh Girl” have haunted Barkley Cove, a quiet town on the
North Carolina coast. So in late 1969, when handsome Chase Andrews is found dead, the
locals immediately suspect Kya Clark, the so-called Marsh Girl. But Kya is not what they say.
Sensitive and intelligent, she has survived for years alone in the marsh that she calls home,
finding friends in the gulls and lessons in the sand. Then the time comes when she yearns to
be touched and loved. When two young men from town become intrigued by her wild beauty,
Kya opens herself to a new life—until the unthinkable happens. Where the Crawdads Sing is at
once an exquisite ode to the natural world, a heartbreaking coming-of-age story, and a
surprising tale of possible murder. Delia Owens reminds us that we are forever shaped by the
children we once were, and that we are all subject to the beautiful and violent secrets that
nature keeps.
Fortunate Life
Migrant worker worlds 1800–2014
The Journey to the West
Long Way Home
The Light of Day
Benign Flame – Saga of love

Irene Bobs loves fast driving. Her husband is the best car salesman in western
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Victoria. Together they enter the Redex Trial, a brutal race around the ancient
continent over roads no car will ever quite survive. With them is their lanky fairhaired navigator, Willie Bachhuber, a quiz show champion and failed schoolteacher
whose job it is to call out the turns, the grids, the creek crossings on a map that will
finally remove them, without warning, from the lily-white Australia they know so well.
Set in the 1950s amid the consequences of the age of empires, this funny, brilliantly
vivid and lively novel reminds us how Europeans took possession of a timeless
culture – the high purpose they invented and the crimes they committed along the
way.
Originally published in 1987 Doctors, Bureaucrats and Public Health in France focuses
on crucial period of 1888-1902, arguably considered the creation of the modern
medical system in France. Scientific developments, demographic and political
concerns sparked unprecedented period of government action concerning medical
care. The nature of the resulting legislation was largely determined by a new medical
union movement, promoting the professional goals of private physicians. The book
focuses on the formation of the physicians Union movement and its role within
medical legislation, as well as its effect on other public health programs. It also
focuses on the interplay of professional concerns and political issues which together
describe the medical politics of the era.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
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product text may not be available in the ebook version.
When a Chinese National and his security guard are kidnapped in broad daylight off
the streets of Shanghai, an international hostage recovery organization recruits
forensic accountant Grace Chu and combat specialist John Knox to pursue dangerous
leads without exacerbating international tensions. (This title was previously listed in
Forecast.) 100,000 first printing.
Lion
Fast Track: U.S. History
This Kid Can Fly: It's About Ability (NOT Disability)
So Long, and Thanks for All the Fish
Stories from a South African Childhood (Adapted for Young Readers)
Lion (Movie Tie-In)
No Marketing Blurb
It’s a long, hard road toward recovery. In the aftermath of The
Event, Valentina “Val” Resnick-Baker, the sole survivor of The
Event space mission, is now haunted by the loss of her teammates
and her girlfriend Kay. Val also discovers her survival had the
shocking side effect of bestowing her with superpowers. While
the rest of the world begins to move on, Val finds she still has
a long road ahead of her.
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Now celebrating the 42nd anniversary of The Hitchhiker’s Guide
to the Galaxy, soon to be a Hulu original series! “A madcap
adventure . . . Adams’s writing teeters on the fringe of
inspired lunacy.”—United Press International Back on Earth with
nothing more to show for his long, strange trip through time and
space than a ratty towel and a plastic shopping bag, Arthur Dent
is ready to believe that the past eight years were all just a
figment of his stressed-out imagination. But a gift-wrapped
fishbowl with a cryptic inscription, the mysterious
disappearance of Earth’s dolphins, and the discovery of his
battered copy of The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy all
conspire to give Arthur the sneaking suspicion that something
otherworldly is indeed going on. God only knows what it all
means. Fortunately, He left behind a Final Message of
explanation. But since it’s light-years away from Earth, on a
star surrounded by souvenir booths, finding out what it is will
mean hitching a ride to the far reaches of space aboard a UFO
with a giant robot. What else is new? “The most ridiculously
exaggerated situation comedy known to created beings . . . Adams
is irresistible.”—The Boston Globe
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'Welcome to The Motherhood, my dear.' After her son was born,
Jamila Rizvi felt isolated, exhausted and confused. While
desperately in love with her new baby, the world she'd known had
disappeared overnight and so had her sense of self. Jamila's
salvation came in the form of a letter. A dear friend, Clare
Bowditch – who had been there herself – wrote to tell Jamila she
would get through this. Her comforting words reassured Jamila
that she was seen, that she was supported and that she was not
alone. Now Jamila wants to pay it forward to the next generation
of new mothers. The Motherhood is a collection of letters from
some of Australia’s favourite women, sharing what they wish
they’d known about life with a newborn. Coming from writers with
a diverse range of backgrounds and experiences, no two stories
are alike – but all are generous, compassionate and deeply
honest. As the old adage goes, ‘It takes a village to raise a
child’ – and it also takes a village to properly support a new
mother. Here is your village. These sisters (with babes) in arms
are here to share the joy, the fear, the love, the laughter, the
tears and the frustration, and to hold your hand in the dark.
Together, they will give you the strength and courage to find
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your feet as a new mum. 'All new mothers need to read this book
. . . Bravo to these women who have bravely put themselves out
there in the hope that their stories will help new mothers find
the strength to push on through.' Bookseller+Publisher
Becoming Kareem
The Lion Tamer Who Lost
A Long Way from Chicago
It's Trevor Noah: Born a Crime
The Motherhood
The Lost Boy
The extraordinary true story of survival that became an international bestseller and was made into the
award-winning film, Lion, starring Nicole Kidman and Dev Patel. Now a stunning picture book
illustrated by award-winning illustrator Bruce Whatley. Can you imagine being lost and not finding
your way home again? Saroo Brierley became lost on a train in India when he was only five. He
survived for weeks on the streets, before being taken into an orphanage and adopted by his Australian
family. Despite being happy, Saroo always wondered about where he was from. And one day, after
years of searching, he miraculously found what he was looking for. This incredible true story
celebrates the importance of hope and never giving up.
"First published in the United Kingdom in 2018 by Orchard Books London"--Copyright page.
Aged five, Saroo Brierley was separated from his older brother and ended up alone on the streets of
Calcutta. After weeks surviving alone, he was taken into an orphanage and later adopted by an
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Australian couple.Although happy with his new family, Saroo couldn't help but think about the
family he'd lost. Years later, he swapped the map of India on his wall for Google Earth scouring it for
landmarks he recognised from his childhood. One day, he saw something he recognised.And he set
off on a journey to find his mother, half a world away . . .Saroo Brierley is an India born Australian
businessman. He grew up with an adopted family in Tasmania, Australia.
The young readers' edition of the true story that inspired Lion, the Academy Award nominated film
starring Dev Patel, David Wenham, Rooney Mara, and Nicole Kidman. When Saroo Brierley used
Google Earth to find his long-lost home town half a world away, he made global headlines. Saroo had
become lost on a train in India at the age of five. Not knowing the name of his family or where he was
from, he survived for weeks on the streets of Kolkata before being taken into an orphanage and
adopted by a couple in Australia. Despite being happy in his new family, Saroo always wondered
about his origins. When he was a young man the advent of Google Earth led him to pore over satellite
images of India for landmarks he recognized. And one day, after years of searching, he miraculously
found what he was looking for and set off on a journey to find his mother. This edition features new
material from Saroo about his childhood, including a new foreword and a Q&A about his experiences
and the process of making the film. "The emotional journey of Saroo Brierley (Patel) . . . will melt
hearts around the globe."—People magazine "Amazing stuff."—The New York Post
A Long Way Home Young Readers' Edition
A Long Way Home
The Orphan Keeper
Lioness
The Long Way Home
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Memoirs of a Boy Soldier

Albert Facey’s story is the story of Australia.Born in 1894, and first sent to work at the
age of eight, Facey lived the rough frontier life of a labourer and farmer and jackaroo,
becoming lost and then rescued by Indigenous trackers, then gaining a hard-won
literacy, surviving Gallipoli, raising a family through the Depression, losing a son in the
Second World War, and meeting his beloved Evelyn with whom he shared nearly sixty
years of marriage.Despite enduring unimaginable hardships, Facey always saw his life
as a fortunate one.A true classic of Australian literature, Facey’s simply penned story
offers a unique window onto the history of Australian life through the greater part of the
twentieth century – the extraordinary journey of an ordinary man.
The Light of Day combines a powerful love story and a narrative of intense suspense
into a brilliant and tender novel about what drives people to extremes of emotion. As in
his Booker-winning novel Last Orders, Swift transforms ordinary lives through
extraordinary storytelling. This new novel from Graham Swift -- his first since the
Booker Prize-winning Last Orders -- is the work of a master storyteller. The Light of Day
is a luminous and gripping tale of love, murder and redemption. George Webb is a
divorced ex-policeman turned private investigator, a man whose prospects seemed in
ruins not so long ago. Following the course of a single, dazzling day in George’s life,
the novel illuminates not only his past but his now all-consuming relationship with a
former client. Intimate and intricate in its evocation of daily existence, The Light of Day
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achieves a singular intensity and almost unbearable suspense. Tender and humorous
in its depiction of life’s surface, Swift explores the depths and extremities of what lies
within us and how, for better or worse, it’s never too late to discover what they are.
Excerpt from The Light of Day Two years ago and a little more. October still, but a day
like today, blue and clear and crisp. Rita opened my door and said, “Mrs. Nash.” I was
already on my feet, buttoning my jacket. Most of them have no comparisons to go on -it’s their first time. It must feel like coming to a doctor. They expected something
shabbier, seedier, more shaming. The tidy atmosphere, Rita’s doing, surprises and
reassures them. And the vase of flowers. White chrysanthemums, I recall. “Mrs. Nash,
please have a seat.” I could be some high-street solicitor. A fountain-pen in my fingers.
Doctor, solicitor -- marriage guidance counsellor. You have to be a bit of all three. The
usual look of plucked-up courage, swallowed-back hesitation, of being somewhere
they’d rather not be. “My husband is seeing another woman.”
“One of the most vital and original novelists of her generation.” —Larissa MacFarquhar,
The New Yorker From the bestselling author of Americanah and We Should All Be
Feminists Fifteen-year-old Kambili and her older brother Jaja lead a privileged life in
Enugu, Nigeria. They live in a beautiful house, with a caring family, and attend an
exclusive missionary school. They're completely shielded from the troubles of the world.
Yet, as Kambili reveals in her tender-voiced account, things are less perfect than they
appear. Although her Papa is generous and well respected, he is fanatically religious
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and tyrannical at home—a home that is silent and suffocating. As the country begins to
fall apart under a military coup, Kambili and Jaja are sent to their aunt, a university
professor outside the city, where they discover a life beyond the confines of their
father’s authority. Books cram the shelves, curry and nutmeg permeate the air, and
their cousins’ laughter rings throughout the house. When they return home, tensions
within the family escalate, and Kambili must find the strength to keep her loved ones
together. Purple Hibiscus is an exquisite novel about the emotional turmoil of
adolescence, the powerful bonds of family, and the bright promise of freedom.
THE SIX LOVES OF BILLY BINNS is a deeply moving and honest debut set in London
against the backdrop of the changing 20th century. it is reading group fiction perfect for
those who loved the quirky pathos of Gail Honeyman's ELEANOR OLIPHANT IS
COMPLETELY FINE and the humour of Rachel Joyce's THE UNLIKELY PILGRIMAGE
OF HAROLD FRY 'A book I would like to have beside me as I grow old to remind me of
what's important in life and what is not' Jenny Quintana, author of The Missing Girl I
remember my dreams but not where they start. Further back, I recall some of yesterday
and the day before that. Then everything goes into a haze. Fragments of memories
come looming back like red London buses in a pea-souper. Time plays funny tricks
these days. I wait for the next memory. I wait and I wait. At 117 years old, Billy Binns is
the oldest man in Europe and he knows his time is almost up. But Billy has a final wish:
he wants to remember what love feels like one last time. As he looks back at the
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relationships that have shaped his flawed life - and the events that shaped the century he recalls a life full of hope, mistakes, heartbreak and, above all, love.
A Long Way Gone
The Way Home for Wolf
A Long Way from Home
The Six Loves of Billy Binns
Lion: A Long Way Home
Growing Up On and Off the Court

"At once beautiful and heartbreaking, Aaron Philip found a way to make me laugh
even as I choked up, found a way to bring on my empathy without ever allowing
me to feel sorry for him. An eye-opening debut." —Jacqueline Woodson, National
Book Award winner and Newbery Honor author of Brown Girl Dreaming In this
heartbreaking and ultimately uplifting memoir, Aaron Philip, a fourteen-year-old
boy with cerebral palsy, shows how he isn't defined so much by his disability as
he is by his abilities. Written with award-winning author Tonya Bolden, This Kid
Can Fly chronicles Aaron's extraordinary journey from happy baby in Antigua to
confident teen artist in New York City. His honest, often funny stories of
triumph—despite physical difficulties, poverty, and other challenges—are as
inspiring as they are eye-opening. Includes photos and original illustrations from
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Aaron's personal collection.
In no other society in the world have urbanisation and industrialization been as
comprehensively based on migrant labour as in South Africa. Rather than
focusing on the well-documented narrative of displacement and oppression, A
Long Way Home captures the humanity, agency and creative modes of selfexpression of the millions of workers who helped to build and shape modern
South Africa. The book spans a three-hundred-year history beginning with the
exportation of slave labour from Mozambique in the eighteenth century and
ending with the strikes and tensions on the platinum belt in recent years. It shows
not only the age-old mobility of African migrants across the continent but also,
with the growing demand for labour in the mining industry, the importation of
Chinese indentured migrant workers. Contributions include 18 essays and over
90 artworks and photographs that traverse homesteads, chiefdoms and mining
hostels, taking readers into the materiality of migrant life and its customs and
traditions, including the rituals practiced by migrants in an effort to preserve
connections to “home” and create a sense of “belonging”. The essays and visual
materials provide multiple perspectives on the lived experience of migrant
labourers and celebrate their extraordinary journeys. A Long Way Home was
conceived during the planning of an art exhibition entitled ‘Ngezinyawo: Migrant
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Journeys’ at Wits Art Museum. The interdisciplinary nature of the contributions
and the extraordinary collection of images selected to complement and expand
on the text make this a unique collection.
When Matthew Riker returns to Iowa to attend the funeral of his high school
wrestling coach, he finds a lot has changed since he last set foot in his
hometown. His best friend may be involved in moving drugs, and his cousin is
struggling to help at-risk teens. Worst of all, there may be more to his coach's
death than the random carjacking the newspapers are reporting. As Riker gets
closer to the truth, he decides that the best way to honor Coach's memory is to
find out who killed him and bring them to justice. Before long, Riker discovers
there is a lot more going on in this small town than he first assumed. To save the
people he cares about most, he will have to lay it all on the line. Evil has arrived
in Kingsport, Iowa, and it's calling in reinforcements. Kingsport's only chance for
redemption is Matthew Riker.
First it was a media sensation. Then it became the #1 international bestseller A
Long Way Home. Now it’s Lion, the major motion picture starring Dev Patel,
Nicole Kidman, and Rooney Mara—nominated for six Academy Awards! This is
the miraculous and triumphant story of Saroo Brierley, a young man who used
Google Earth to rediscover his childhood life and home in an incredible journey
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from India to Australia and back again... At only five years old, Saroo Brierley got
lost on a train in India. Unable to read or write or recall the name of his hometown
or even his own last name, he survived alone for weeks on the rough streets of
Calcutta before ultimately being transferred to an agency and adopted by a
couple in Australia. Despite his gratitude, Brierley always wondered about his
origins. Eventually, with the advent of Google Earth, he had the opportunity to
look for the needle in a haystack he once called home, and pore over satellite
images for landmarks he might recognize or mathematical equations that might
further narrow down the labyrinthine map of India. One day, after years of
searching, he miraculously found what he was looking for and set off to find his
family. Lion is a moving, poignant, and inspirational true story of survival and
triumph against incredible odds. It celebrates the importance of never letting go
of what drives the human spirit: hope. Previously published as A Long Way
Home
How One Girl Stood Up for Education and Changed the World; Teen Edition
Retold by Malala for her Own Generation
21st Century Communication 3: Listening, Speaking and Critical Thinking
Flowers in the Gutter
The Words in My Hands
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Boys without Names

'Malala is an inspiration to girls and women all over the world.' - J.K. Rowling I Am
Malala tells the remarkable true story of a girl who knew she wanted to change
the world - and did. Raised in the Swat Valley in Pakistan, Malala was taught to
stand up for her beliefs. When terrorists took control of her region and declared
girls were forbidden from going to school, Malala fought for her right to an
education. And, on 9 October 2012, she nearly paid the ultimate price for her
courage when she was shot on her way home from school. No one expected her to
survive. Now, she is an international symbol of peaceful protest and the youngest
person ever to win a Nobel Peace Prize. A must-read for anyone who believes in
the power of change. * This teen edition is a first-hand account told in Malala's
own words for her generation. The paperback includes extra material, a Q&A and
updated discussion notes. * This book inspired the film HE NAMED ME MALALA,
the winner of the BAFTA for Best Documentary.
LionA Long Way Home Young Readers' EditionPenguin
Trapped. For eleven-year-old Gopal and his family, life in their rural Indian village
is over: We stay, we starve, his baba has warned. They flee to the big city of
Mumbai in hopes of finding work and a brighter future. Gopal is eager to help
support his struggling family, so when a stranger approaches him with the
promise of a factory job, he jumps at the offer. ?But there is no factory, just a
stuffy sweatshop where he and five other boys are forced to work for no money
and little food. The boys are forbidden to talk or even to call one another by their
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real names. Locked away in a rundown building, Gopal despairs of ever seeing his
family again. But late one night, when Gopal decides to share kahanis, or stories,
he realizes that storytelling might be the boys' key to survival. If he can make
them feel more like brothers than enemies, their lives will be more bearable in
the shop—and they might even find a way to escape.
As a little boy in India, Saroo Brierley got lost on a train. Twenty-five years later,
from Australia, he found his way back. This is what happened in between. Born in
a poor village in India, Saroo lived hand-to-mouth in a one room hut with his
mother and three siblings…until at age five, he mistakenly boarded a train by
himself, and ended up in Calcutta, all the way across the country. Uneducated,
illiterate, and unable to recall the name of his hometown, he managed to survive
for weeks on that city’s rough streets. Soon after, he was adopted by a couple in
Tasmania. But despite growing up in a loving upper-middle class Aussie family,
Saroo still clung to the last memories of his hometown and family in India, and
always wondered if he’d ever find them again. Amazingly, twenty-five years later,
with some dogged determination and a heap of luck—and the advent of Google
Earth—he did. A Long Way Home is a poignant and inspirational true story of
survival and triumph against incredible odds, celebrating the importance of never
letting go of what drives the human spirit: hope.
Summit Vol. 1
Essential Review for AP, Honors, and Other Advanced Study
I Am Malala
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The True Story of the Edelweiss Pirates, Teenagers Who Resisted the Nazis
A Novel
The Risk Agent

The attractions Roopa experienced and the fantasies she entertained as a teen
shaped a male imagery that ensconced her subconscious. Insensibly, confident
carriage came to be associated with the image of maleness in her mind-set. Her
acute consciousness of masculinity only increased her vulnerability to it, making
her womanliness crave for the maleness for its gratification. However, as her
father was constrained to help her in becoming a doctor, she opts to marry,
hoping that Sathyam might serve her cause though the persona she envisioned
as masculine, she found lacking in him. But as he fails to go with her idea, she
becomes apathetic towards him, and insensibly sinks into her friend Sandhya’s
embrace, for lesbian solace. Soon, in a dramatic sequence of events, Tara, a
suave call girl, tries to rope Roopa into her calling; Roopa herself loses her heart
to Sandhya's beau Raja Rao, and Prasad, her husband’s friend falls for her. And
as Prasad begins to induce Sathyam to be seduced by whores to worm his way
into her affections, Roopa finds herself in a dilemma. However, as fate puts Raja
Rao into Roopa’s arms in such a way as to lend novelty to fiction, this ‘novel’
nuances man-woman chemistry on one hand, and portrays woman-woman
empathy on the other. Who said the novel is dead; 'Benign Flame' raises the bar
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as vouched by - The plot is quite effective and it’s a refreshing surprise to
discover that the story will not trace a fall into disaster for Roopa, given that
many writers might have habitually followed that course with a wife who strays
into extramarital affairs - Spencer Critchley, Literary Critic, U.S.A. The author has
convinced the readers that love is something far beyond the marriage tie and the
fulfillment of love can be attained without marriage bondage. The author has
achieved a minor revolution without any paraphernalia of revolution in the fourth
part of the novel – The Quest, India. The author makes free use of – not interior
monologue as such, but – interior dialogue of the character with the self, almost
resembling the dramatic monologue of Browning. Roopa, Sandhya, Raja Rao and
Prasad to a considerable extent and Tara and Sathyam to a limited degree
indulge in rationalization, trying to analyse their drive sand impulses – The
Journal of Indian Writing in English. Overall, Benign Flame is a unique attempt at
exploring adult relationships and sexuality in the contemporary middle-class. All
the characters come alive with their cravings and failings, their love and their
lust. Benign Flame blurs the lines and emphasizes that life is not all black and
white - it encompasses the full spectrum of living - Indian Book Chronicle.
Containing the first 50 chapters of China's best-loved work, in an edited, yet
complete and wholly accurate translation for the Western reader. Volume 1
begins with Monkey's birth, his secret education in the ways of magic at the
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hands of the Patriarch, his dealings with the Cloud Emperor, the famous revolt in
heaven, and the Great Sage's fall and punishment. Then, with a reprieve, Monkey
joins the Tang Priest as his guide to India. Paired with the monster Pig and Friar
Sand, the quartet embark on a quest at once dazzling and comic, with non-stop
action.
GET UP TO SPEED WITH FAST TRACK: U.S. History! Covering the most
important material taught in high school American history class, this essential
review book breaks need-to-know content into accessible, easily understood
lessons. Inside this book, you'll find: • Clear, concise summaries of the most
important events, people, and concepts in United States history • Maps,
timelines, and charts for quick visual reference • Easy-to-follow content
organization and illustrations With its friendly, straightforward approach and a
clean, modern design crafted to appeal to visual learners, this guidebook is
perfect for catching up in class or getting ahead on exam review. Topics covered
in Fast Track: U.S. History include: • Native Americans • Colonial America • The
Revolutionary War • Abolitionism and suffrage • The Civil War and
Reconstruction • The Industrial Revolution • The Great Depression • World Wars
I and II • The Cold War • Civil rights • Conservatism and the "New Right" • 9/11
and globalism ... and more!
First it was a media sensation. Then it became the #1 international bestseller A
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Long Way Home. Now it’s Lion, the major motion picture starring Dev Patel,
Nicole Kidman, and Rooney Mara—nominated for six Academy Awards! This is
the miraculous and triumphant story of Saroo Brierley, a young man who used
Google Earth to rediscover his childhood life and home in an incredible journey
from India to Australia and back again... At only five years old, Saroo Brierley got
lost on a train in India. Unable to read or write or recall the name of his hometown
or even his own last name, he survived alone for weeks on the rough streets of
Calcutta before ultimately being transferred to an agency and adopted by a
couple in Australia. Despite his gratitude, Brierley always wondered about his
origins. Eventually, with the advent of Google Earth, he had the opportunity to
look for the needle in a haystack he once called home, and pore over satellite
images for landmarks he might recognize or mathematical equations that might
further narrow down the labyrinthine map of India. One day, after years of
searching, he miraculously found what he was looking for and set off to find his
family. A Long Way Home is a moving, poignant, and inspirational true story of
survival and triumph against incredible odds. It celebrates the importance of
never letting go of what drives the human spirit: hope.
Doctors, Bureaucrats, and Public Health in France
A Memoir
A Stranger on the Beach
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The first memoir for young readers by sports legend Kareem Abdul-Jabbar. At one
time, Lew Alcindor was just another kid from New York City with all the usual
problems: He struggled with fitting in, with pleasing a strict father, and with
overcoming shyness that made him feel socially awkward. But with a talent for
basketball, and an unmatched team of supporters, Lew Alcindor was able to transform
and to become Kareem Abdul-Jabbar. From a childhood made difficult by racism and
prejudice to a record-smashing career on the basketball court as an adult, Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar's life was packed with ""coaches"" who taught him right from wrong and
led him on the path to greatness. His parents, coaches Jack Donahue and John
Wooden, Muhammad Ali, Bruce Lee, and many others played important roles in AbdulJabbar's life and sparked him to become an activist for social change and
advancement. The inspiration from those around him, and his drive to find his own
path in life, are highlighted in this personal and awe-inspiring journey. Written
especially for young readers, Becoming Kareem chronicles how Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
become the icon and legend he is today, both on and off the court.
A boy recounts his annual summer trips to rural Illinois with his sister during the
Great Depression to visit their larger-than-life grandmother.
Saroo Brierley s journey home to a small village in India with the help of Google
Earth became an internationally bestselling book and inspired the major motion
picture LION. But the story of how his adoptive mother, Sue, came into his life half a
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world away in Tasmania is every bit as riveting. In this uplifting and deeply personal
book Sue reveals for the first time her own traumatic childhood. The daughter of a
violent alcoholic whose business gambles left her family destitute, she grew up in
geographic and emotional isolation. When Sue married and broke free of her father
she was determined to also sever the cycle of despair, and made the selfless decision
not to have a biological child. Instead, inspired by a vision she d had as a young girl,
she chose to adopt two children in need ‒ Saroo and Mantosh. Little did she imagine
that twenty-five years later she would be portrayed on screen by another Australian
mother who chose to adopt ‒ Nicole Kidman. Moving and inspiring, Lioness explores
the myth of motherhood, how families are formed in many ways, and how love and
perseverance can bring us together.
DIVShortlisted for the Sapere Books Most Popular Romantic Fiction' Award at the
2019 RNA Awards Longlisted for the Polari Prize A heartbreaking, breathtakingly
beautiful love story with an unforgettable tragedy at its heart, from the critically
acclaimed, award-winning author of Maria in the Moon and Call Me Star Girl Beech
eloquently conveys their feelings and longings and sets atmospheric, vividly drawn
scenes that transport the reader from grey and damp England to the searing heat of
the lion reserve …The Lion Tamer Who Lost will touch the most hardhearted of
readers with its persuasive, well-drawn and memorable characters' Daily Express 'A
devastating, tender and powerful story love story, beautifully and bravely told. You
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will lose your heart to this book. I adored it' Miranda Dickinson Be careful what you
wish for… Long ago, Andrew made a childhood wish, and kept it in a silver box. When
it finally comes true, he wishes he hadn't… Long ago, Ben made a promise and he had
a dream: to travel to Africa to volunteer at a lion reserve. When he finally makes it, it
isn't for the reasons he imagined… Ben and Andrew keep meeting in unexpected
places, and the intense relationship that develops seems to be guided by fate. Or is it?
What if the very thing that draws them together is tainted by past secrets that
threaten everything? A dark, consuming drama that shifts from Zimbabwe to England,
and then back into the past, The Lion Tamer Who Lost is also a devastatingly beautiful
love story, with a tragic heart… A stirring novel, beautifully written, reminiscent of
the early work of Maggie O'Farrell' Irish Times Fans of Eleanor Oliphant is
Completely Fine will love it' Red Magazine An excruciatingly passionate love story…
In its surprising turns and lovely particulars … A beautiful text' Foreword Reviews
This book really got under my skin as a beautiful portrait of love, loss and longing'
Irish Sunday Independent 'An incredible, poignant piece of work. Louise Beech had
cemented her place as one of Britain's finest modern storytellers' John Marrs 'A
beautiful, honest and tender love story that I won't forget for a long time …Their love
had me trapped in its spell, their tragic moments had me sobbing like a baby … A
triumph' Fionnuala Kearney A beautifully crafted book' Carol Lovekin Louise
Beech has totally blown me away with her storytelling' Madeleine Black I adored
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this beautiful and inspiring book' Kate Furnivall Already one of my favourites of
2018' LoveReading Storytelling at its finest. Louise Beech is a beguiling wordsmith.
Prepare to be hooked' Amanda Prowse Digs deep emotionally, but is funny and feelgood, too' Fiona Mitchell A stunning and very brave book' Gill Paul The setting
alone makes this book worth a read' S. E. Lynes Heartfelt and wry' Ruth Dugdall
Louise Beech is a natural-born storyteller with an elegance about her writing that
never fails to move me' Michael J. Malone There are times when you finish reading a
book and know th
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